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Fed Outlook: Playing It Close to the Vest 
The Federal Open Market Committee will meet this week to 

set monetary policy.  The FOMC is widely expected to further 
taper the monthly pace of asset purchases (not “on a preset 
path,” but continuing “in measured steps”).  The bigger question 
is when the Fed will begin to raise short-term interest rates.  
The correct answer is “it depends.”  Fed officials are currently 
debating the order of steps to be taken as they begin to 
normalize monetary policy.  If all goes well, the first rate hike is 
seen as likely around the middle of 2015.  However, monetary 
policy in 2015 will depend on the evolution of the economic 
outlook and financial conditions in the second half of 2014 – and 
the second half outlook is looking more uncertain. 
 

Former Fed Chair Ben Bernanke had suggested that the first 
step in removing policy accommodation would be for the Fed to 
end the reinvestment of maturing assets in its portfolio.  
Currently, the Fed purchases mortgage-backed securities and 
long-term Treasuries to replace the securities that mature, 
keeping the size of the balance sheet steady.  The expansion of 
the balance sheet was meant to put downward pressure on 
long-term interest rates.  Many at the Fed now believe that the 
economy, especially the housing market, may need long-term 
rates to remain low for a longer period.  Fed officials have tried 
to emphasize that short-term interest rates aren’t going to be 
raised anytime soon, and not rapidly once that starts.  That 
helps keep long-term rates low.  However, market perceptions 
of when and how fast the Fed will raise short-term interest rates 
can change quickly.  Long-term interest rates can be thought of 
as a series of short-term interest rates.  Hence, if the market 
expects the Fed to act sooner and more aggressively on short-
term interest rates, long-term interest rates would be higher 
than the Fed would like them to be.  In contrast, by reinvesting 
maturing securities in its portfolio, the Fed would be better able 
to keep long-term interest rates from rising too rapidly.  Hence, 
the Fed is likely to delay the end of the reinvestment policy.  
This has been one factor behind the decline in long-term rates. 
 

Eventually, the Fed will reduce the size of its balance sheet by 
simply letting the securities in its portfolio mature without 
replacement.  Some time back, the Fed indicated that it did not 
plan to sell mortgage-backed securities and there is growing 
speculation that the Fed won’t sell its holdings of Treasuries 
either.  Fixed income market participants don’t have to worry 
about the Fed dumping securities.  That could still happen if 
there were a major threat of higher inflation (caused by 
substantial growth in loan creation), but it’s unlikely. 
 

The first step in policy normalization is now expected to be an 
increase in short-term interest rates – but which rate?  The Fed 
now pays interest on excess reserves held at the Fed.  In raising 

the interest rate paid on excess reserves (IOER), the Fed 
discourages banks from lending reserves.  It’s unclear whether 
the Fed will raise the IOER before the federal funds target rate 
(the overnight lending rate, which has been the traditional lever 
for monetary policy), in tandem, or in reverse order. 
 

The Fed has other ways to drain reserves from the banking 
system when appropriate.  It can do reverse repos, lending 
Treasuries or MBS on a short-term basis.  It can also issue time 
deposits for depositary institutions (tying up bank reserves for a 
certain period).  The Fed has tested these options regularly over 
the last few years, but there are some concerns about whether 
the Fed can scale these up in a hurry if they have to. 
 

Fed officials will continue to debate exit plans over the next 
few months, but should let market participants know once the 
outlook is settled and the need to begin normalizing policy gets 
closer.  There’s some potential for investors to be confused and 
the Fed will have to be careful in how it manages expectations. 
 

Meanwhile, the economic outlook for the second half of the 
year has become more clouded.  The first quarter was 
essentially a weather story.  The second quarter is a recovery 
story.  Averaging the two, the first half of 2014 may seem a 
disappointment.  GDP growth for the first half of the year will be 
a lot less than was expected at the start of the year.  However, 
much of that is due to an inventory correction and a widening in 
the trade deficit.  One problem with the GDP figures is that 
imports have a negative sign.  As the U.S. economy improves, 
we consume more domestic goods and services, but we also 
consume more imports (which subtracts from GDP). 
 

Much of the uncertainty in the second half outlook is related 
to issues from the first quarter.  Spring is the critical time of year 
for the housing sector and results for this spring fell far short of 
expectations.  Global economic growth was also softer than 
expected, restraining exports.  Housing and foreign trade are 
not going to throw us into a recession in the second half of the 
year, but they could keep GDP growth below expectations. 
 

The insurgent uprising in Iraq adds to global tensions.  In 
contrast to the 1970s, when OPEC oil price shocks quickly fed 
through to inflation in the labor market, higher oil prices are 
now seen as a restraint on economic growth (rather than a 
catalyst for a higher underlying trend in consumer price 
inflation).  Developments in Iraq can be added to a growing list 
of worries about the second half of 2014.  The stock market 
often climbs a wall of worry, but sometimes the wall wins. 
 

With federal fiscal policy still in contractionary mode (but less 
so than last year), monetary policy remains the only game in 
town.  Fed policymakers are unlikely to show their hand until 
the outlook clears up, but that will take some time. 
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Treasury Yields Dollar Equities 

 13-wk 26-wk 52-wk 2-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 30-yr $/Euro $/BP JY/$ CD/$ NASD SPX DJIA 

5/16/14 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.38 0.80 1.56 2.52 3.34 1.371 1.683 101.50 1.088 4090.59 1877.86 16491.31 
6/06/14 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.40 0.82 1.63 2.59 3.44 1.364 1.679 102.50 1.094 4321.40 1949.44 16924.28 
6/13/14                

 

Recent Economic Data and Outlook 
The insurgent uprising in Iraq pushed oil prices higher and 
dampened the stock market mood.  The news added further to 
concerns about global economic growth in 2014.  Retail sales 
results for May disappointed, but April data were revised higher. 
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Retail Sales rose 0.3% in May (median forecast: +0.6%), while 
April was revised to +0.5% (from +0.1%).  Ex-autos, sales rose 
0.1%, also with an upward revision to April.  Autos sales rose 
1.4% (+10.4% y/y).  Sales of building materials rose 1.1% (+4.6% 
y/y).  Sales of gasoline rose 0.4% (+6.2% before seasonal 
adjustment, up 0.4% y/y).  Ex-autos, building materials, and 
gasoline, sales slipped 0.1%, vs. +0.2% in April (revised from  
-0.2%) and +1.1% in March (+3.0% y/y) – a 4.3% annual rate for 
the first two months of 2Q14 (vs. +0.1% in 1Q14). 
 
Business Inventories rose 0.6% in April (+5.0% y/y).  Retail 
inventories, the only new information in the report, rose 0.5% 
(autos +1.2%, ex-autos +0.2%).  Manufacturing inventories were 
reported earlier to have risen 0.4%, while wholesale inventories 
rose 1.1%.  Business sales rose 0.7% (+5.4% y/y). 
 
The Producer Price Index fell 0.2% in May (+2.0% y/y), following 
+0.6% in April and +0.5% in March.  Food fell 0.2%, following a 
2.7% rise in April (+3.5% y/y, partly reflecting drought conditions 
in California).  Energy slipped 0.2% (+2.2% y/y), with gasoline 
down 0.9% (-1.4% before seasonal adjustment, and -1.4% y/y).  
Ex-food & energy, goods prices were flat (+1.4% y/y).  Services, 
which account for 63% of the PPI, fell 0.2% (+2.2% y/y).  There 
were few signs of inflation pressure within the pipeline.  Ex-food 
& energy, processed intermediate goods fell 0.2% (+0.7% y/y), 
while unprocessed intermediate goods fell 0.7% (+0.6% y/y).  
Prices of intermediate services fell 0.4% (+1.2% y/y). 
 
Import Prices rose 0.1% in May (+0.4% y/y), up 0.1% ex-food & 
fuels (-0.4% y/y).  Ex-fuels, the price index for industrial supplies 

and materials fell 0.1% (-2.2% y/y).  Prices of imported capital 
goods rose 0.2% (-0.3% y/y), while prices of imported consumer 
goods edged up 0.1% (+0.7% y/y). 
 
Hiring Intentions (as surveyed by Manpower, Inc.) rose to a net 
14% for 3Q14, the highest since 2Q08.  Of the more than 18,000 
firms surveyed, 22% planned to add payrolls in 3Q14 (vs. 22% in 
3Q13), while 4% planned to trim (vs. 6% in 3Q13). 
 
The Hiring Rate held steady at 3.4% in April, little changed over 
the last year (it was 3.3% in April 2013).  The Quit Rate 
remained at 1.8% (it was 1.6% in April 2013). 
 
The Small Business Optimism Index rose to 96.6 in May, vs. 
95.2 in April and 93.4 in March.  It was the highest reading since 
September 2007.  The general business outlook was neutral 
(that is, a reading of 0, the strongest since October 2012).  The 
earnings trend was less weak.  Actual employment changes 
were slightly negative, but hiring plans improved slightly. 
 
The May Employment Report was in line with expectations.  
Nonfarm payrolls rose by 217,000 in the initial estimate, while 
March and April were revised a net 6,000 lower (all in April).  
The unemployment rate held steady at 6.3%. 
 
 
Economic Outlook (2Q14):  3.0% to 3.5% GDP growth, expected 
to be restrained by a wider trade deficit. 
 
Employment:  Job destruction has continued to trend at a low 
level.  New hiring appears to be picking up (concentrated in 
small and medium-sized firms).  
Consumers:  Lackluster growth in real average wages is a 
limiting factor for spending, but strong job growth helps fuel 
aggregate spending.  Credit is still relatively tight (except for 
autos), but is expected to gradually improve.  
Manufacturing:  Lean inventories usually bode well for future 
production gains, but softer global growth is likely to limit 
export growth.  Results vary across sectors, but overall 
manufacturing strength has lagged the overall economy.  
Housing/Construction:  Builder supply constraints are a factor, 
but higher home prices have reduced affordability.  The spring 
housing season has been disappointing.  
Prices:  The PCE Price Index, the Fed’s chief inflation gauge, is 
trending below the 2% goal, which will be a problem if that 
continues.  Pipeline pressures have been modest.  Wage gains 
are mild.  Inflation expectations remain well-anchored. 

Interest Rates:  The tapering of asset purchases is “not on a 
preset course,” but Fed officials anticipate further reductions “at 
a measured pace” (-$10 billion per FOMC meeting) – and it 
would take a significant change in the economic outlook for the 
Fed to deviate from the path.  If the economy evolves as the Fed 
anticipates, short-term interest rates are likely to be raised 
around the middle of 2015.  Long-term interest rates should 
trend gradually higher, with some volatility along the way. 
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This Week:     forecast last last –1 comments 
         Monday 6/16 8:30 Empire St. Manf. Index Jun 11.2 19.0 1.3 choppy, but likely more moderate 
  9:15 Industrial Production May +0.5% -0.6% +0.9% a moderate underlying trend 
     manufacturing output  +0.7% -0.3% +0.7% aggregate hours rose 0.5% 
   Capacity Utilization  78.9% 78.6% 79.3% no threat to the inflation outlook 
     manufacturing  77.5% 77.1% 77.5% still plenty of slack 
  10:00 Homebuilder Sentiment Jun 46 45 46 should improve 
  12:00 WCup: Germany vs. Portugal  Ger   looks like a good match up 
  6:00 WCup: Ghana vs. USA  USA   gotta win this one 
         Tuesday 6/17 8:30 Consumer Price Index May +0.2% +0.3% +0.2% gasoline prices not a factor 
        year-over-year  +2.0% +2.0% +1.5% moderate 
     ex-food & energy  +0.2% +0.2% +0.2% seen steady 
        year-over-year  +1.8% +1.8% +1.7% trend is still a bit low 
  8:30 Real Weekly Earnings May +0.0% -0.3% +0.5% nominal earnings rose 0.2% 
  8:30 Building Permits, th. May 1030 1059 1000 mulit-family noise 
      % change  -2.7 +5.9 -1.1 with single-family strength 
   Housing Starts  1015 1072 947 choppy 
      % change  -5.3 +13.2 +2.0 watch for revisions 
         Wednesday 6/18 8:30 Current Account, $bln 1Q14 -95.4 -81.1 -96.4 a major comprehensive revision 
      % of GDP  -2.2 -1.9 -2.3 but story may not change much 
  2:00 FOMC Policy Decision  0-0.25% 0-0.25% 0-0.25% no change in short-term interest rates 
   LSAP (“QE3”)  35 45 55 another “measured step” 
  2:00 Fed Summary of Econ Proj     updated expectations of growth, inflation 
  2:30 Yellen Press Conference     choosing her words carefully 
         Thursday 6/19 8:30 Jobless Claims, th. 6/14 315 317 313 a low trend 
  10:00 Philadelphia Fed Index Jun 11.5 15.4 16.6 seen more moderate 
  10:00 Leading Econ Indicators  +0.5% +0.4% +1.0% mixed components, but mostly higher 
  1:00 TIPS auction     $7 billion in re-opened 30-year TIPS 
         Friday 6/20  no significant data     day 9 of the World Cup 
         Next Week:         
         Sunday 6/22 6:00 WCup: USA vs. Portugal  Por   pray for rain 
         Monday 6/23 9:45 Markit US Manf PMI (“flash”) Jun NF 56.4 55.4 not market-moving 
  10:00 Existing Home Sales, mln May 4.72 4.65 4.59 expecting some pickup 
      % change  +1.5 +1.3 -0.2 affordability still an issue 
         Tuesday 6/24 9:00 Case-Shiller Home Prices Apr +0.8% +1.2% +0.8% still rising 
      year-over-year  11.5% +12.4% +12.9% but y/y pace should moderate 
  10:00 New Home Sales, th. May 450 433 407 choppy, but seen higher in May 
      % change  +3.9 +6.4 -6.9 watch for possible revisions 
  10:00 Consumer Confidence 

(adv.) 
Jun 84.2 83.0 81.7 should improve 

  1:00 Treasury Note Auction     2-year notes 
         Wednesday 6/25 8:30 Real GDP (3rd estimate) 1Q14 -0.9% +2.6% +4.1% -1.0% in the 2nd estimate 
  8:30 Durable Goods Orders May +0.4% +0.6% +3.7% choppy, but likely a bit higher 
     ex-transportation  +0.3% +0.3% +3.0% even with a soft May, 2Q will be higher 
     nondef cap gds ex-aircraft  +0.4% -1.2% +4.7% choppy, but a moderately strong trend 
  1:00 FRN auction     re-opened 2-year floating-rate notes 
  1:00 Treasury Note Auction     5-year notes 
         Thursday 6/26 8:30 Jobless Claims, th. 6/21 314 315 317 still trending low 
  8:30 Personal Income May +0.4% +0.3% +0.5% moderate growth in aggregate wages 
   Personal Spending  +0.5% -0.1% +1.0% watch for revisions to April 
   PCE Price Index ex-f&e  +0.2% +0.2% +0.2% mild core inflation 
  12:00 WCup: USA vs. Germany  Ger   Good luck! -- we’ll need it. 
  1:00 Treasury Note Auction     7-year notes 
         Friday 6/27 9:55 Consumer Sentiment Jun 81.5 81.9 84.1 81.2 at mid-month 

 
This Week… 
The focus will be on the Fed policy meeting and Fed Chair Janet 
Yellen’s press conference.  However, while the FOMC is widely 
expected to further taper the monthly pace of asset purchases, 
it’s unlikely to provide further guidance on short-term interest 
rates.  Monetary policy in 2015 will depend on how the 
economic outlook and financial conditions evolve in the second 
half of the year – and things may be different than expected. 

Monday 
Empire State Manufacturing Index (June) – The headline figure is 
erratic, but should be consistent with moderate growth. 
 
Industrial Production (May) – Figures have been distorted in 
recent months due to the impact of adverse weather and the 
rebound from the weather.  Note that the manufacturing output 
has yet to surpass its previous peak, although we’re getting 
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close to that (note that production figures are adjusted for 
quality improvements, a major factor in the measure of 
technology goods).  Output is likely to have advanced at a 
moderate pace in May, but watch for revisions to April.  
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Homebuilder Sentiment (June) – The spring housing season has 
been a major disappointment.  The National Association of 
Home Builders’ Housing Market Index has been relatively weak 
in recent months, but is expected to improve in the second half. 

Tuesday 
 
Consumer Price Index (May) – Energy prices shouldn’t be much 
of a factor in May (gasoline prices edged slightly lower and the 
seasonal adjustment anticipates that).  Food prices may still 
reflect California’s drought.  Core inflation is likely to be mild. 
 
Real Weekly Earnings (May) – Average wage growth has been 
modest at best, which limits the upside potential for consumer 
spending (note that, even as the typical worker is running in 
place, job growth contributes to aggregate income growth). 
 
Building Permits, Housing Starts (May) – Builder supply 
constraints and affordability issues have restrained the housing 
sector in recent months.  The residential construction figures 
have reflected a high level of volatility in multi-family starts and 
permits, and moderate strength in single-family.  Keep an eye 
on single-family permits, which is the key figure in the report.  
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Wednesday 
Current Account (1Q14) – The Bureau of Economic Analysis will 
unveil “the most significant changes to the international 
accounts since 1976.”  The new report will provide a lot more 
detail, but financial market participants are unlikely to care 
much.  The trade deficit widened significantly in the first quarter 
and will likely widen further in the second. 
 
FOMC Policy Decision – The Federal Open Market Committee is 
widely expected to continue with the tapering of the monthly 
pace of asset purchases.  The forward guidance on short-term 
interest rates should not change. 
 
Fed Summary of Economic Projections – The five Fed governors 
and 12 district bank presidents will submit revised projections of 
growth, unemployment, and inflation.  The three lowest and 
three highest forecasts are thrown out to arrive it the “central 
tendency” forecast ranges.  Officials will also project where they 
expect the overnight lending target rate will be at the end of 
each of the next few years – but, according to Yellen, “don’t pay 
attention to the dots.” 
 
Yellen Press Conference – In her first press conference back in 
March, the new Fed chair learned how easy it was for the 
markets (and the financial press) to take something out of 
context.  She will likely choose her words carefully.  Yellen is 
unlikely to lay out a set policy path – that will depend on how 
the economic outlook evolves in the second half of the year. 

Thursday 
Jobless Claims (week ending June 14) – Still at a low level. 
 
Philadelphia Fed Index (June) – The Philly Fed’s factory sector 
survey was stronger in April and May, but should moderate. 
 
Leading Economic Indicators (May) – Components were mostly 
higher in May (suggesting no recession anytime soon). 

Friday 
No significant economic data. 
 

Next Week … 
The May home sales figures could have some implications for 
the financial markets, but it would likely take a large surprise to 
move the needle much.  The Conference Board’s consumer 
confidence numbers for June have some potential to surprise.  
 

Coming Events and Data Releases 

July 1 ISM Manufacturing Index (June) 

July 3 Employment Report (June) 

July 4 Independence Day Holiday (markets closed) 

mid-July (tbd) Yellen Monetary Policy Testimony 

July 30 Real GDP (2Q14 advance, benchmark revisions) 
FOMC Policy Decision (no press conference) 

September 17 FOMC Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 

October 29 FOMC Policy Decision (no press conference) 

December 17 FOMC Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 
 


